D03 Series Circuit Manifold

No. of stations | 02 | 03 | 04 | 05 | 06 | 07 | 08
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
apx. weight alum [lb (kg)] | 4 | 6 | 8 | 9 | 11 | 12 | 14
napx. weight iron [lb (kg)] | 9 | 13 | 17 | 23 | 29 | 35 | 41
A' length (code 4 spa.) [inch (mm)] | 6.13 [155.7] | 10.13 [257.3] | 14.13 [564.9]
apx. weight alum [lb (kg)] | 9 | 13 | 17
napx. weight iron [lb (kg)] | 12 | 20 | 28

Specifications, descriptions, and dimensional data are subject to correction or change without notice or incurring obligation.
Options - D03 Series Manifold

Contact Daman or consult web CADatalog for cavity locations if critical.

Valve cavity

"A" (See chart previous page)

Series Circuit with Cavity

Valves with P in the nose and T out the side must be used.

Ordering Information

... / Cavity

Cavity

Omit if cavity not required
C Common cavity: No solenoid clearance. C-10-2 (P in nose)
S Sun Cavity: T-10A (P in nose) See Tech Info for valves.